
OLYMPIC SILVER 
 
The glass-covered version of the World Champion comes with a new sleek look 
completely renewing the traditional Olympic coating, while maintaining all the table best 
features.  
1 Very sturdy cabinet (thickness 3cm = 1+1/4in) constructed from high quality multi-layer 
plywood coated with plastic laminate. Colour: upper cabinet in grey with wood veins, 
lower cabinet black.  
2 9 x 9cm (4x4in) metal legs coated with long-lasting silver painting. New type heavy 
duty leg levellers for a perfectly flat playfield on all surfaces. 
3 High stress resistance machine-trued hollow steel bars - diameter 16mm - coated with 
anti-rust chromium-plating. 
4 Telescopic rods available on request. 
5 Ball bearings with steel roller bearings greatly improve the game speed, while reducing 
the stress for the players' wrists. 
6 One-colour players in plastic material (moplen), moulded onto the bars: they maintain 
their positions perfectly. The table is available either with fully rotating or non-rotating 
goalkeeper. Team colours: red and blue.  
7 Playing field in 5mm thick tempered non-reflective sand-blasted glass. The version 
with fully rotating goalkeeper can also have a plastic laminate playfield. New design 
playfield corners: they slope down perfectly towards the playfield without creating any 
“step”. 
8 Goal profiles with aluminium and zinc alloy coating for long duration. 
9 Glass playfield covering, for reduced game noise and no tampering. 
10 On request, playfield Led-bar lighting system, complying with EU regulations on the 
Electromagnetic Compatibility and Safety (Low Voltage). 
11 Detachable playing field: two locks enable to detach the playing field from the cabinet 
upper part for easy cleaning and parts replacing. 
12 A kit with 4 ashtrays and an anti-theft metal cable is available on request. 
13 Holders for glasses, bottles and cans supplied. 
14 Standard mechanical coin mechanism. On request electromechanical coin 
mechanism or electronic system GARL 2001. For further information please see page 
38 and following.  
15 10 white “Standard” balls supplied. 
 
TECHNICAL CHART  
 
MODEL    OLYMPIC silver* OLYMPIC silver** 
 
WEIGHT   Kg 108   Kg 110 
 
HEIGHT    cm 96,5   cm 96,5 
 
LENGTH    cm 150   cm 156 
 
WIDTH    cm 76   cm 76 
 



PLAYING FIELD  cm 115x70  cm 120x70 
 
PACKAGING   cm 152x82x46  cm 158x82x46 
 
 
 
*   Non-rotating goalkeeper 
 
* *      Rotating goalkeeper 
 


